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add midi guitar to your arsenal and give it a try. nothing is more satisfying to
me than making an unexpected musical discovery. it just sends me right back
to when i was a kid, learning about those magic boxes at the guitar store. im
confident that if youd give it a chance, youll find as i have, that for $100, you
can have a new, fun and very useful tool to add to your musical arsenal. im
sure that while youre busy collecting other new toys youll be happy that you
decided to go down that path. in case you have missed out on all the exciting
news, the realguitarrack website was launched last year. not only does it allow
us to share our knowledge and passion, but it’s a great tool for fans and would-
be players to find inspiration, purchase gear and get to know the people behind
realguitarrack. “the first electric guitar i ever tried was a fender telecaster. it
had a well-located “pigtail”, so the sound was just so much better than a
traditional guitar at this time. after that, my love affair with electric guitars
began. i have the feeling i was bitten by the electric guitar bug early on, but it
took me a long time to catch up with electric guitar playing. finally, after more
than three decades, i have found my way. because of this, i feel very honored
and very proud to be part of the realguitarrack family.” i played this every
morning for a month to keep the spirit high. this guy used to play in a heavy
metal band and i was told that he was pretty good, and he sure as hell knew his
way around a board. ive been playing electric for over 30 years, and ive know
the importance of practice, but this guy wasnt just a weekend warrior.
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i then thought to myself. why not just record directly from the interface? i used
the "track analyzer" plug-in and hit record. the tracking algorithms in the

software were able to interpret the recorded audio and organize it into musical
notes. the software then created a chord structure in midi from this data. notice

in the first file how the attack (fade up) is much higher than the second
recording. this is because this file was recorded several hours before, without
any variability in the room ambience and vocal track. after the saving process

the "track analyzer" plug-in was able to optimize the level of the first recording.
basically it was able to compress and retain the attack of the song. in the real
world we arent thinking about this, because we arent physically controlling a

guitar. but if we are playing in live situations, then we may hear the guitar line
and we may notice that its a little sharp, or dicy. we dont stop playing because
thats how the voice calls us, we play through the crack and make the music. if
you like music, you will enjoy this video. its got everything from an oldschool

organ to a didgeridoo a traditional australian instrument to some crazy noise. if
you follow the channels comments, its good music to be enjoyed. i saw this

article by ryan harris in bass times, and while it wasnt really about my
situation, it really made me think, id written a whole article, but let the article

speak for itself. maybe its because im an australian, but i dont really have very
many friends that use midi enabled gear. but a guy called steve, who works on
film music, always tells me i should by this stuff. how about you? do you have

people that you shop or use this stuff with, im betting you do and probably
quite a few. its great to have this thing, but remember we arent thinking about
it. we arent thinking about the problem, we just go with the flow and enjoy the

ride. 5ec8ef588b
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